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About This Content

Defy hostile alien abductors and fight your way off of the massive Mothership Zeta, orbiting Earth miles above the Capital
Wasteland. Mothership Zeta takes Fallout 3 in an entirely new direction – outer space. Meet new characters and join with them
in a desperate bid to escape the Aliens’ clutches. To do so, you’ll wield powerful new weapons, like the Alien Atomizer, Alien
Disintegrator, and Drone Cannon, and deck yourself out in brand new outfits, like the Gemini-Era Spacesuit and even Samurai

Armor.

STORY

A strange Alien signal is being broadcast throughout the Capital Wasteland, originating from a crashed UFO. Is it a distress call,
or something far more sinister? That question is answered when you find yourself beamed aboard an enormous Alien

spacecraft, with only one alternative – to fight your way to the bridge of the ship and secure your escape.

KEY FEATURES:

Find and exploit new and destructive alien technology, like the Alien Atomizer and Drone Cannon.
Explore the vast Mothership and learn the secrets of the Aliens’ master plan.
Thwart the Aliens’ attempt to stop your escape, and take over the Alien ship before it wreaks havoc on the unsuspecting
Earth below.
Fight against the Alien Invaders, their robot drones, and turn their own horrible experiments against them.
Ally yourself with an unexpected array of characters, both from the Capital Wasteland and from Earth’s past.
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Title: Fallout 3 - Mothership Zeta
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Bethesda Game Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Operating system: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 2.4 Ghz Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent processor
Memory: 1 GB (XP)/ 2 GB (Vista)
Hard disk space: 7 GB
Video: Direct X 9.0c compliant video card with 256MB RAM (NVIDIA 6800 or better/ATI X850 or better)
Sound: DirectX®: 9.0c
Controller support:  Xbox 360 controller
Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live

Supported Video Card Chipsets: 

NVIDIA GeForce 200 series, Geforce 9800 series, Geforce 9600 series, Geforce 8800 series, Geforce 8600 series, Geforce
8500 series, Geforce 8400 series, Geforce 7900 series, Geforce 7800 series, Geforce 7600 series, Geforce 7300 series, GeForce
6800 series
ATI HD 4800 series, HD 4600 series, HD 3800 series, HD 3600 series, HD 3400 series, HD 2900 series, HD 2600 series, HD
2400 series, X1900 series, X1800 series, X1600 series, X1300 series, X850 series

English,French,German,Italian
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Very good graphics, very smooth gameplay but VERY hard!. Terrible. Go play Cookie Clicker instead.. Ok, this game could be
awesome, but they have a lot of work to do. It is not optimized at all. What I mean is I have 2 1080 TI graphics cards, and the
game is still shaky. Lots of stuttering. The graphics seem decent, but they need to work on it. I can't recommend it as of now..
One of the better idle games I've played and unless you hate idle games by a passion get it.. work ed 30 MIN AND STOP
WORKING so not so much fun. The experience is very impressive. Once you're in it, it feels real and intense. The story and
dialogs are pretty good too!. If all the jobs are under bridges, what makes the tall easter reverse el nino?. First off: Don't mind
the low playtime I have on it, I already played the game many times before, however I only booted up the steam version for a
minute to see if there are any issues, or differences from the gog-version (there aren't)

Toonstruck is an absolutely amazing point&click adventure game. Gorgeous visuals with beautiful animation, great
performances, and a thoroughly enjoyable story with fun dialogue make this game a true hidden gem. Any fan of the genre owes
it to themselves to play this game.

There are some very minor issues regarding the steam- (and also the gog-)version of the game. It runs using scummvm, which is
ok for the most part but it does come with a couple of small annoyances. First off some animations seem to play at a slower rate
than I remember them. Not really much of an issue, and since I used to run my original physical copy of the game using dosbox
when playing it on a modern machine, it is possible that I actually used to run the game too fast. However I do think this version
can look a little choppy at times. And also the game's original save/load-system is now overridden by scummvms own system.
So the screen that was originally intended to save the game now isn't accessible anymore, which is a shame because on that same
screen you were also able to adjust the volume of background music, voices, and soundeffects independently, a feature that is
now missing. (You can now save using f5 and load with f6)

However those are really just nitpicks, and if you want to play this game on a modern machine and for a low price then this is by
far the best and easiest way to do so. So go ahead and pick it up already! :)
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Something of a hidden gem for fans of Zachtronics puzzle games such as SpaceChem. This one, however, seems to have rigidly
defined puzzles, i.e. you need to find the one and only correct solution for each one. This is opposite to SpaceChem where the
playing field is open and the same goal can be achieved in an almost infinite number of ways. [the Sequence] does have its own
mechanics to make it different from the rest of the games like it: you can not only move the "binary data point", but also the
instructions that move it! So the playing field is quite dynamic. Anyway, the game seems to be well worth the asking price, and
especially the sale price.. I haven't had this much fun playing as a snail since King's Quest 3!

If that dreadful mouse had never become en vogue and people demanded things like a "cursor" and "256 VGA graphics", then
this game is what the progression of late 80s Sierra games would have become! With an intelligent parser and text prediction to
assist the user with figuring out the right thing to say, this is a fun/nostalgic trip.

The puzzles in this game were about "just right". Nothing too particularly difficult, but not overly easy either. There is that right
amount of difficulty to make solving the puzzles feel like an achievement.

After playing Void Quest and Snail Trek, I am certainly looking forward to the next game by Icefall Games!. How not to design
a game.

To the developer's credit, the art is very nice for what I think they were going for, the animations are good, the sound design is
good if we ignore how repetitive it is ( all music is exactly the same, I keep hearing "This world is mine" every few seconds). I'll
even ignore the oversized characters and hitboxes, the slow movement of the player character, and the unintuitive controls.

Even then, the game is horrible.

First up is the player's attacks. All of your attacks home in on the nearest enemy, and nearly all of your attacks are just a stream
of mutlicolored lights (you can add triangles to it using a powerup- these do a ton of damage and are practically needed for most
bosses). But, the "homing on nearest enemy" bit means that your attacks will ignore the boss if any of its endless stream of
minions come between you and it. This serves only to frustrate you and prolong the boss battle.

Next is the enemy design. Scroll through the screenshots for the game and see if you can find an orangish-red guy that looks like
Satan. Remember what he looks like, because touching him transports you bakc to the previous screen (that means that you have
to beat the previous boss before you can attempt the current boss again- repeat for every time he touches you.) and he isn't just
fast-moving, but also invincible- you can only wait for him to go off screen. He's just the tip too- there's also a boss that
instantaneously teleports around the screen (no warning, no chance to get out of his way, only a ton of damage if you touch
him), a boss that will randomly start moving extremely quickly, bosses that are only vulnerable to specific attacks, and bosses
that seem to move in and out of the background. Oh, and every enemy projectile homes in on you. All of them.

Finally there is the general clutter. It's normal for a bullet hell to fill the screen with bullets, but this one likes to go a step further
and fill the screen with fast moving enemies that occasionally blend in with the background (4th level is filled with enemies that
just fly around the area extremely quickly and are hard to distinguish from one another. I got an achivement for killing a boss in
this area that I don't even remember seeing), and you'll sometimes find that enemies attacks blend in with the background (5th
or 6th boss-I lost count- has two attacks. One is a blue orb, the other is a stream of blood-red teardrops. The background of the
level is blood red with some black on the sides. Anyone else see a problem here?).

The icing for this, though, is the developer. The base game is very low on content (based on the achievements, I had two or three
bosses\/ levels left after 30 minutes of playtime) so the dev releases two DLCs that are the same price as the main game- which
is acceptable if they have the same amount of content as the base game (I couldn't get through them, but based on the steam
achievements, they do not). Then however, the dev releases the Redux DLC, also for the same price as the base game, and it is
basically an update. That's all it is, an update for the projectile behaviour and enemy AI, as well as a new UI. I think you can
understand why that shouldn't be a DLC.. Don\\'t waste your money this version is missing LOTS of features from Tower! 2011
most importantly voice commands. Maybe a few months down the roads after updates this will become as good as the previous
version. This is one of the few games I have refunded on Steam.. This game has huge potential with a new look at weapon
systems. The inventory system is simple and the concept is easy to follow. However, there are some current downfalls. I tried to
play a muliplayer game but there just aren't any other players that it could find to play with. The camera angle is kind of wierd. I
found myself either wanting to tilt the camera or be able to zoom out to be able to see more.
The lighting on vehicles seems to be somewhat broken. I plugged in an ambulance and the zombies just stood there completely
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unaffected by th lights. They had to be standing basically on top of the vehicle before they died. However, using a light source
with your character there is quite a bit of distance that it is effective.
I also found the tutorial somewhat lacking. It is just a video thrown together that gives a basic look at playing. I had to figure out
the controls on my own and still have not figure out the running system. There is no status bar or anything but you still seem to
only have limited running stamina. And it is not very much. Hardly enough to outrun a hoard.
With some attention to the bugs this could be a great game and once a community is built around it the multiplayer could be
very fun.. pretty good game
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